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November 21, 2019 

DAWN DAWSON TO ANNOUNCE THAI AIRWAYS INTERNATIONAL JET SKI WORLD CUP IN PATTAYA 

CITY 

Dawn Dawson, broadcast journalist and sports 

announcer, heads to Pattaya City, Thailand to 

commentate for the Jet Ski World Cup Grand Prix from 

December 3-8. 

The Thai Airways sponsored Jet Ski World Cup in Pattaya 

marks the third and final round of an inaugural ‘Triple 

Crown’ world tour in 2019. The tour has brought 

together hundreds of racers from around the world in 

the hopes of winning at each of the tours’ stops. So far, 

the rounds have taken place in Belgium and Lake Havasu 

City. This event also marks an important partnership 

between the IJSBA and Asian Multi Sports and 

Entertainment (organizer) and Jet Ski World Cup Co. Ltd, 

(media rights owner). The event’s primary sponsor, Thai 

Airways, enjoys celebrating international sportsmanship and supporting sports in Thailand. What results 

is a ground breaking global event with prize money that is coveted by hundreds of racers in the sport.  

This year, the Jet Ski World Cup will see 200 international riders and 75 Thai riders competing across 20 

classes; the highest turnout for international riders for the tournament. 

Dawn Dawson, a former world champion herself, lives in Colorado Springs, and holds the honor of being 

the first woman to be a sanctioned IJSBA announcer.  

“It has been a dream of mine to announce this event! The Thai Airways International Jet Ski World Cup is 

one of those milestone races that, as an announcer, you strive for. The scale of the event, the talent of 

the racers, and the excitement of the Thai people really brings together everything that makes jet ski 

racing unique.  I am very excited to be a part of this!” 

She has announced various international watercross events across the globe since the start of her 

career, including the 2018 Asian Games.  Dawn has been announcing with the IJSBA since 1998. 

The Thai Airways International Jet Ski World Cup will be broadcast across Asia and Europe and will also 

be live streamed. Make sure to tune in and witness some world class racing in Pattaya City.  

Follow Dawn on Facebook and Instagram for updates! 

ABOUT THE IJSBA 

The International Jet Sports Boating Association is the worldwide sanctioning body for personal watercraft 

competitive racing. IJSBA is responsible for the rules which govern the sanction, organization and conduct of 

sanctioned events; the standards for eligibility and conduct of competition and officials; the regulations for eligibility 

and preparation of watercraft; and the rules for annual series of events around the world. 
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